e-hallpass for Student Behavior Management

**e-hallpass prevents hall pass abuse and misuse, keeping students accountable, in class and on-task**

Students stay out of trouble when they’re not wandering the halls. EHP makes it easy to track any student’s hall pass usage for the day, month, or year.

**Teachers can prohibit certain students from meeting each other and misbehaving in the halls**

Historical activity reporting facilitates communication between teachers to flag hall pass outliers who have been known to abuse pass requests.

**e-hallpass facilitates proactive communication before intervention is necessary**

Insights gathered from the data reported on hall pass usage can help to identify potentially troubling trends in student behavior, such as hall pass misuse/abuse, violence, vandalism, skipping class, etc.

**Timers, alerts & notifications**

Notifications tell teachers how long it takes a student to reach a destination so the receiving teacher can have a conversation with the student if necessary.

---

**“Student accountability is an improvement on the paper pass currently in use.”**
— Teacher | Larkdale Elementary School | Fort Lauderdale, FL

**“This product will show other teachers if a student is abusing the hall pass privilege due to its notification system.”**
— Teacher | Coral Glades High School | Coral Springs, FL

**“It is reliable, efficient and valuable. Learning does not take place without safety and presence in class. It would curtail misbehavior.”**
— Spanish Teacher | University School of NSU | Fort Lauderdale, FL

**“This program can keep groups of students from meeting each other in the hallways. The timer notification that shows the teacher how long it took for a student to reach them solves the problem of students taking too long in the hallways or going somewhere they shouldn’t be.”**
— Teacher | Coral Glades High School | Coral Springs, FL

**“This program tracks students’ movements outside the classroom and can be programmed to bar certain students from being out of the classroom at the same time. It makes students accountable.”**
— Instructional Specialist | Innovative Learning & Arts Dept. | Broward County Schools

**“I would recommend this product because schools are constantly using passes that are either being stolen by students or just being abused. This system enables faculty, staff and administrators to see which students are frequent pass abusers, which will limit students in the hallways.”**
— Teacher | Coral Glades High School | Coral Springs, FL

**“This product could help with discipline problems.”**
— Teacher | Plantation High School | Plantation, FL

**“If students know they’re being monitored they may change their behavior patterns, and that could decrease the amount of school violence and problems in the halls.”**
— Teacher | Hollywood Hills High School | Hollywood, FL

**“Control of hallways is critical to the safety of schools and students. This product can be used to monitor individual students’ movement throughout the school. It allows schools to notice patterns of student hall activity.”**
— Teacher | Lauderdale Lakes Middle School | Fort Lauderdale, FL

**“There is a timer notification so that teachers can see if a student has abused their privilege.”**
— Teacher | Coral Glades High School | Coral Springs, FL

Get started today! Visit e-hallpass.com to watch an introductory video, or contact us to schedule your own live online demo. Toll free: 855-EDUSPIRE